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Creating a Technical Vision and Roadmap to Support Corporate Strategic Objectives

Synoptek’s Unique “Envision” Methodology

Any successful journey needs to begin with a plan and a map to ensure you arrive at your destination on time and with 

the needed resources. Our approach to technology planning begins with an understanding of where the business intends 

to go and then focuses on the readiness of departments and staff to successfully make that journey. Technical planning 

occurs throughout this process, but can truly take shape once the end state, people, and process have been defined. Our 

recommendations span the entire enterprise and as plans and strategies evolve, our technology planning methodology 

considers these changes to ensure IT is effective, efficient, and nimble.

01. From Business to Technology
• Business strategy informs and drives changes to business models and processes
• Changes to business models and processes drive changes to business technology/ systems
• System changes drive data capture and information collection
• Information enables business analytics
• Business analytics and results inform business strategy

02. Traditional Analysis
• Pain areas and business requirements are gathered from stakeholder feedback across      
 departments & business functions

• People from the depth and breadth of the organization are engaged and their reactions to     
 business strategy are noted

• Problems/ impediments are identified across application portfolio, data model, and process   
 landscape which influence designs

03. Focus on Business and Persona
• People deliver strategy and people are at the heart of technical solutions
• Technical strategy envisions how personas work and interact in the future model, and those   
 needs are included in planning

• Interaction, collaboration, and process modeling require an eye toward future needs and     
 constraints to avoid costly “redo”

04. Digital Transformation
• Business models scale vertically into new sectors and horizontally into new channels
• Data-driven operations inform the entire organization on priorities and results
• Flexible business models allow adaptation as data-driven operations inform performance
• Understanding of objectives and customer trust enables a discussion on how best to apply    
 advanced technology

05. Technology as an Enabler
• Technical debt is considered in both long-term and short-term perspectives
• Planning for updates and trade-outs during initial planning to avoid costly “timeout”
• Technology serves the business (not the opposite)
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Our Analysis of Stakeholder Pain Areas / Requirements

Persona Driven Transformation 

Recommendations & Integrated Timeline

About Synoptek
Synoptek delivers accelerated business results through advisory-led transformative systems integration and 
managed services. We partner with organizations worldwide to help them navigate the ever-changing business 
and technology landscape, build solid foundations for their business, and achieve their business goals. 

Value Realization

Results With a Strong Inclination Toward Action

Technology strategy should address value realization and include reporting of results as part of post-implementation. Our 

recent research with The Everest Group found that a focus on long-term value realization is a key aspect of technology 

management that enables top performers to achieve 1.7x return on technical investments compared to others. Synoptek 

believes that all companies can achieve these results and we’ve developed an IT Governance program to develop this 

expertise.

We regularly identify hindrances to strategic results that span beyond the initial requests of our clients and our deliverables 

identify those issues and provide solutions for correction. Our materials focus on clearly identifying the strategic direction 

of the company and then progressing into options and integration timelines for all recommendations. Changes to new or 

existing roles are called out along with key capabilities to facilitate the long-term development of resources.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/synoptek
https://twitter.com/Synoptek
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Synoptek/443683439023289?ref=stream

